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BY ROGER GARSIDE

One afternoon in October 1976, I looked

down from my balcony on the eight-lane

avenue leading into the heart of Beijing, and

saw a flood-tide of men and women in blue

Mao suits rushing past me, in no formation,

filling the roadway. They were animated as I

had never seen a crowd in the nine months I

had lived in the city. Here was a people from

whose shoulders a great burden had been

lifted. They were on their way home from

Tiananmen Square, where they and half a

million others had attended a memorial cer-

emony for Mao Zedong. In the week since

Mao’s death, the people of Beijing had

devoted hours to making flowers and gar-

lands in cloth and paper to decorate their

shops, schools and factories. They used the

funeral colors, black and yellow, but the

effect was festive, and there was not a tear

drop in sight. Under pretence of mourning,

Beijing was celebrating. The contrast with

the death of Zhou Enlai ten months before

was stark. Then no garlands or flowers had

been allowed, but tears had flowed uncon-

trollably. The entire city was grief-stricken,

and their thoughts for the future had been

marked by fear, not relief.

The people flowing past my balcony that

day 29 years ago, having lived through the

trauma of the Cultural Revolution, knew from

bitter personal experience the evil of Mao.

Their sons and daughters, enjoying today a

degree of economic freedom and prosperity

undreamt of then, can afford to wear Mao

badges as fashion items. For them, Mao:

The Unknown Story will be a revelation, when

one day they are free to read it. For the

image of Mao, and the revolution he led, in

the eyes of the Chinese people and the

world at large, this promises to be the most

influential book since Edgar Snow wrote Red

Star Over China in the 1940s. It demolishes,

with scholarship on an heroic scale, the

falsehoods propagated unwittingly by Snow,

which created an image that has held sway

over too many minds ever since. 

Piling fact on fact, Jung Chang and Jon

Halliday show in persuasive detail how Mao

gained and kept control of the Communist

Party of China and then the whole of main-

land China through pitiless terror, ruthless

cunning and cynical deceit. Their book

makes clear as no previous work has that

these were not instruments reserved for

use against class enemies or foreign adver-

saries; they were Mao’s primary methods of

controlling first his own Party, and then his

own people. He used them to dominate his

most senior colleagues, including Liu

Shaoqi and Zhou Enlai. He enslaved Zhou,

and would have done the same with Liu if

he could have. Even at a time when the rev-

olution was in its feeble infancy, he gave pri-

ority to fighting his rivals within the party

over fighting the enemies without. The most

breath-taking example of this occurred in

1935; while the fighters under his own com-

mand were a demoralized rabble, he used

guile to destroy the communists’ most

effective armed force—strong, experienced

and fit—led by Zhang Guotao, because he

saw Zhang as a threat to his supremacy.

Young idealists who came to Yenan

were remolded through an early prototype

of the campaigns that would later be used

to enforce conformity nation-wide. As Mao’s

power reached across the country, he

began the relentless use of terror on the

Chinese people that never ceased until the

day he died. Already in 1947, he put in

charge of land reform a man, Kang Sheng,

who was an expert not in agrarian reform,

but in terror.

Mao was a master of deceit: like all the

most plausible liars, he had a complete dis-

regard for the truth. So he felt free to invent

for Edgar Snow and others the myths about

the Long March that have held the world in

thrall until now.

The list of myths that the authors

demolish is an impressive one. Genera-

tions of China scholars have taught their

students that Mao’s political genius was to

be seen in his mobilization of the masses,

but this book demonstrates that behind the

veil of political rhetoric he drove them by

terror. That is its most fundamental act of

myth-demolition. 

Other myths destroyed include: the self-

reliance by which the revolution was sup-

posed to have come to power, when in

reality the aid of the Soviet Union and the

Comintern were crucial; the virtue of self-

denial that was supposed to be the hall-

mark of revolutionary leaders, when in fact

it played no part in the life of Mao, who

used his power to indulge his tastes for

food when his people were starving and for

sexual promiscuity when the masses were

kept in a straight-jacket of extreme Puri-

tanism; the defensive prudence that was

said to characterize China’s security policy,

whereas both in planning the war in Korea

and in the wider pursuit of world supremacy

for the communist bloc, Mao at every

opportunity emphasized military force with

a ruthless disregard for the suffering

inflicted on his own people, let alone his

enemies. That he did not draw the world

into nuclear conflict was due not to any

restraint on his part, but to the sanity of

Soviet leaders and the resolve of some

leaders of democratic nations.

Diligent and resourceful researching of

primary sources in China and Russia has

enabled the authors to make important rev-

elations. The first is how much the survival

of the forces led by Mao in the Long March

depended not on military heroism, but on a

decision by Chiang Kai-shek to allow them

to escape to the north, in return for which

Chiang’s son was allowed to leave the

Soviet Union. The second is the key role

played by Communist moles who infiltrated

the highest ranks of the Kuomintang forces

and acted against the interests and com-

mands of the KMT at crucial moments and

on a dramatic scale. The third is how Stalin

ordered the Soviet representative at the UN

to stay away from the Security Council so

that the resolution authorizing the use of

force against North Korea could be passed,

setting the stage for America and its allies

to commit themselves to a war in which

Stalin and Mao intended to inflict on them a

humiliation that would be decisive in the

global struggle. The fourth is Mao’s relent-

less drive to build China into a military

power of world class by importing weapons
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and technology from the Soviet Union.

While imposing a terrible economic price on

the Chinese people for these imports, Mao

never told them what he was doing or why.

Academic experts on China must be

excused for their ignorance of these four

revelations, since China-watchers in west-

ern governments were themselves unaware

of them. But how excusable is the rose-

tinted picture of Mao painted by academics

for generations of students, and propa-

gated by countless journalists and editorial

writers? In the face of the facts in the pub-

lic domain concerning the Korean War, the

Anti-Rightist Movement, the Great Leap For-

ward and the Cultural Revolution, scholars

should not have needed this book to

instruct them in the realities of Mao’s rule.

Even now some will ignore them.

This book is over 800 pages long, but

the reader’s interest never flags. The

authors have kept their chapters short and

well-focused, each one illustrating a phase

of Mao’s career or an incident that sheds

light on his character and methods. No

fewer than 130 pages are devoted to

acknowledgements, lists of people inter-

viewed, notes to the text and bibliogra-

phies. These, too, are of great interest,

especially the details of people interviewed

and archives consulted, which hold a story

of their own, one that the authors have left

untold, perhaps for a later date.

That the Russian authorities should have

allowed the authors good access to their

archives is unremarkable—with Stalin long

since been removed from his pedestal, Rus-

sia can take satisfaction in seeing Mao’s

iniquity and adventurism laid bare. What is

more interesting is why the political heirs of

Mao, who still impose on the Chinese

masses the formula that he was 70 percent

good and 30 percent bad, should have

allowed the authors access to so many eye-

witnesses, published books and archives

that disprove this flattering formula. 

True, eye-witnesses were warned to

guard their tongues, access to archives

was limited and Chinese-language docu-

ments already made public contain much

evidence of Mao’s true nature, but those

who control such matters in China are nei-

ther naïve nor ill-informed. They will have

watched the authors’ progress in building

the true picture of Mao over their decade of

research and writing, and must have known

where it was leading. The decisions on how

to handle an author of Jung Chang’s global

reputation working on a subject of this

strategic importance will have been taken

at the very highest level. Did they decide

that erosion of Mao’s reputation would

serve their interests?

Whatever the motives involved, this is

the most valuable book on China to have

been published in English since 1949. Given

Mao’s overwhelming dominance, his story is

also in large measure the story of the revolu-

tion, the Party and the state over a period of

forty years, and as a result, this book is

much more than a biography. Likewise,

because tyranny, terror, treachery, deceit,

hypocrisy and corruption in high places are

not the monopoly of any nation, the impor-

tance of this book transcends national and

cultural boundaries. Mao is dead, but

tyranny and misrule are not. In this sense,

we have not reached “the end of history.”

Mao’s story is a warning of the catastrophic

consequences of the absence of constitu-

tional safeguards for freedom. Had his

power been checked by democratic account-

ability and the institutions that underpin

freedom, others in the Party who were dicta-

torial but not megalomaniacal, people such

as Liu Shaoqi, Zhou Enlai and Deng Xiaop-

ing, might have limited the damage; but they

never wanted the power of the Party to be

constrained by such notions or institutions,

and must share the guilt of Mao.

For all its achievements, this book

should not stand as the definitive biography

of Mao. It pays too little attention to the

social context in which the Chinese revolu-

tion took place. The Chinese people are

largely absent from this book, except as

Mao’s subjects and the victims of his mis-

rule: he manipulated and terrorized them,

but they had hopes, needs, ambitions and

interests of their own that made them more

than passive agents, and more than

automata. The authors also paint a portrait

of Mao that is too narrow: he was indeed a

megalomaniac, but he had goals beyond

those of power alone. Mentioned only in

passing is the tragic irony of Mao’s life,

which is that he won most of his power

struggles but failed to realize his dream of

transforming human nature. The chapters

are fascinating in isolation, and powerful in

their cumulative effect, but there is no

attempt to summarize the significance for

China or the world of the life of the ruler

who described himself to Edgar Snow as “a

man without law or limit.” All the same, we

owe a huge debt to the authors for enabling

us to draw from this life lessons that are

both timely and timeless. 

Choosing to Remember

A Review of Unspeakable Truths: Facing

the Challenge of Truth Commissions

Priscilla Hayner

Routledge (New York), 2000

340 pages, $41.95 (hardcover), $22.95

(paperback)

BY CAROL WANG 

“Do you want to remember, or to forget?” In

her introduction, Priscilla Hayner recounts

the spectrum of reactions to this question.

Asked of survivors of genocide, massacre

and war crimes, the varied responses

reflect the desire of individuals, but society

as a whole must also find a way to move

forward. Countries emerging from dictato-

rial regimes are burdened by atrocities of

the past and the injurious, if unspoken,

effects of violence on their societies and

citizens. The need for societal restoration

is indisputable, but the method by which

this can be attained has been vigorously

contested in international circles. 

Timothy Garton Ash has identified three

possible routes for a country dealing with

the brutalities of a former regime: “trials,

purges, and history lessons.”1 As tools of

political transition, truth commissions deal

primarily in history lessons, based on the

belief that remembrance brings the oppor-

tunity for reconciliation between individuals

and of communities with their pasts.

Martha Minow points out that “[n]o

response to mass atrocity is adequate,”2

but that ideally, the truth lays a solid foun-

dation for future peace. During uncertain

years of political transition, restorative jus-

tice has assumed a prominent place,

sometimes ahead of traditional forms of

justice administered through the criminal
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system. Hayner indicates that through

choosing to remember, “a country will be in

a stronger position to build a more stable

future, less likely to be threatened with ten-

sions and conflict emerging from the shad-

ows of a mysterious past.” Truth

commissions have not only proven to be

better suited to the task of national recon-

ciliation, but have also emerged as a more

practical approach to justice during a coun-

try's transitional phase. 

THE DESIRE FOR TRUTH

Hayner explains that the commissioning of

more than 30 nonjudicial truth-finding bod-

ies throughout the world reveals the desire

for truth among domestic actors. In most

instances, the call for truth commissions

has come from human rights activists, vic-

tims' groups, opposition and government

leaders within the country where abuses

have taken place, rather than from interna-

tional bodies. This reflects a national will

for building accountability, an integral ingre-

dient for a stable society. This need is artic-

ulated by UN rapporteur Louis Joinet:

The people's knowledge of the history of

their oppression is part of their heritage

and, as such, shall be preserved by

appropriate measure in fulfillment of the

State's duty to remember. Such meas-

ures shall be aimed at preserving the col-

lective memory from extinction and, in

particular, at guarding against the devel-

opment of revisionist and negationist

arguments.3

Furthermore, the desire to uncover hid-

den pasts is supplemented by a legal “right

to truth” established by international docu-

ments, beginning with the Universal Declara-

tion of Human Rights. Article 19 of the

Declaration identifies the right to “seek,

receive, and impart information,” under

which experts have included survivor rights

to know the truth.4 The African Charter on

Human and People's Rights also acknowl-

edges the right to receive information, while

the Inter-American Court of Human Rights

concluded more specifically in 1988 that the

state has a duty to investigate and disclose

the fate of the disappeared to their rela-

tives. The consequent obligations of this

right have inspired many states to establish

truth commissions as a mechanism for the

transitional justice that attempts to pave the

way for societal regeneration. 

HOW TRUTH IS REVEALED

In a political transition, the truth may not be

easily accessible. There can be many fac-

tors that hinder its emergence, and new

governments must provide a “safe space”

in which the truth can be uncovered. Truth

commissions provide that safety, since the

process is focused on the victim rather

than the perpetrator, as they are in trials.

The collective will for truth-telling protects

and emboldens individuals to come forth

with their testimonies, thereby contributing

to a more complete and truthful history. 

Hayner enumerates five general func-

tions that are served by truth commissions.

First, they “clarify and acknowledge the

truth” through interviews with victims and

survivors of violence. In doing so, they elimi-

nate the option of denying silenced truths

and purify the official version of history. Their

second function is to respond to victims'

needs, not only by providing a public voice

but also through the establishment of the

legal status of the disappeared, which then

facilitates closure by allowing the resolution

of civil matters such as bank accounts and

wills. In some instances, victims also

receive financial reparations from the gov-

ernment. Thirdly, truth commissions “con-

tribute to justice and accountability” in

terms of not only restorative justice but also

retributive justice in instances where the

results of investigation are passed onto judi-

cial bodies for use in criminal trials. Further-

more, the objective nature of their inquiries

allows commissions to determine institu-

tional responsibility and recommend future

reforms, thereby preventing the likelihood of

future violations of human rights. Lastly,

these bodies should serve the cause of

national reconciliation, in hopes that direct

confrontation of past abuses will be cathar-

tic for both individuals and the nation.

Hayner admits, however, that truth commis-

sions are much more conducive to reconcili-

ation on a national level than that between

individuals. Nevertheless, it is through the

experiences and share stories of individuals

that societal reconciliation is achieved. 

THE MORALITY OF TRUTH

COMMISSIONS

Nations that have (or had) truth-finding bod-

ies, however, clearly share the belief that

truth is necessary for the reconstruction of

their societies. Realizing the connection

between truth-telling and social reconcilia-

tion, these countries have incorporated

alternate understandings of justice aside

from the retributive or punitive, as justice is

traditionally defined by the legal system.

Manifested through the commissioning of

nonjudicial bodies, this alternative has

been criticized by those who do not believe

that the exposure of truth is sufficient for

justice, which must be enforced through

prosecution. 

Justice takes on diverse forms and car-

ries varying implications for different

people. Charles Villa-Vicencio of South

Africa's Institute for Justice and Reconcilia-

tion identifies several layers of justice,

including retributive, deterrent, compensa-

tory, rehabilitative, justice as affirmation of

human dignity and justice as exoneration.

Restorative justice does not exclude the

possibility of affirming these other types of

justice, but places the emphasis on “cor-

recting imbalances, restoring broken rela-

tionships-with healing, harmony and

reconciliation,” rather than on punishment.5

Villa-Vicencio explains the value of

encouraging members of society, both the

guilty and the innocent, to participate in the

process of conflict resolution: “Rather than

providing an alternative to the goals of the

established justice system, restorative jus-

tice seeks to recover certain neglected

dimensions that make for a more complete

understanding of justice.”6 In fact, many

believe that disclosing the whereabouts of

the disappeared is an act of justice, treating

the revelation of truth as reparations in the

restoration of equal dignity to the victims. 

Critics, however, reject this alternative

form on the basis of legal and moral obliga-

tions to prosecute criminals. International

treaties such as the Convention against

Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or

Degrading Treatment or Punishment and

the Convention on the Prevention and Pun-

ishment of the Crime of Genocide deny the

legality of amnesty for those responsible

for heinous crimes. While they do render a

significant service to preservation of the

rule of law, trials do not necessarily con-

tribute to the process of national reconcilia-

tion. If a country identifies societal healing

as a primary goal, other definitions of jus-

tice must be explored. Experience demon-

strates that legal absolutism does not

contribute to this aim, as even lawyers con-

firm the need for a more value-oriented

approach-the existence of justice beyond
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law. Ronald Dworkin, for example, writes of

“law beyond law,”7 understood as “a social

consensus that inspires us continually to

discern the 'best route to a better future'

by defining 'the people we want to be and

the community we aim to have.'”8

Moreover, critics such as Amy Gutmann

and Dennis Thompson see moral obstacles

for truth commissions, because “there is a

moral cost when justice is subordinated to

'truth,' 'history,' 'reconciliation,' or any

other goal.”9 While understanding the

importance of truth to future order, Gut-

mann and Thompson maintain that there

are three criteria that a truth commission

must fulfill to place itself on sound moral

ground. Firstly, it should be moral in princi-

ple by appealing to moral goods or rights

that are “comparable to the justice being

sacrificed.”10 In the second place, it should

be moral in perspective, by attempting to

provide justifications that are accessible to

all members of the society in question.11

Thirdly, it should be moral in practice, by

exemplifying through the commission's

work the “democratic ethos”12 it endeavors

to establish in the new society. These crite-

ria are helpful because they remind us that

morality is an integral consideration in soci-

etal restoration. Gutmann and Thompson

assume, however, that truth commissions

have an obligation to serve “hard” justice,

or at least provide moral justifications for

not doing so. 

Gutmann and Thompson's assumption

precludes the possibility that truth commis-

sions may exist in tandem with prosecu-

tions, or lead to them in the future. In Chile

and Argentina, for example, prosecutions

were undertaken in later, more politically

stable years, using evidence uncovered by

truth commission. Elliot Abrams explains,

“[The] argument may be defended not as a

sacrifice of justice in return for truth, recon-

ciliation, and a transition to democracy, but

as a postponement of justice until condi-

tions are safer.”13 When this is the case, tri-

als serve retributive justice, freeing the

commissions to seek truth for the benefit

of reconciliation. Furthermore, the contin-

ued co-existence of former oppressors and

victims in the same communities necessi-

tates compromise. Truth commissions are

restricted as components of transitional

settlements. In many cases, such as in El

Salvador, there are no objective courts in

which to try criminals, thus leaving truth

commissions as the most likely champion

of justice, in the traditional as well as

restorative sense. 

Even when truth commissions exist

without prosecutions, they are said to

serve justice in the context of national his-

tory. Proponents of the realist argument for

truth commissions regard morality as fluid

in the context of history. André du Toit

claims that justice must be served in differ-

ent ways during political transitions, and in

the greater framework of social healing, it

cannot have ahistorical or universal mean-

ings.14 Both du Toit and Bruce Ackerman

believe that moral capital is better used in

future-oriented rights education than in

what Ackerman deems a “quixotic quest

after the mirage of corrective justice.”15 Fur-

thermore, when chosen by a democratic

process, the truth commission is given a

mandate by the people, who in doing so

accept the “alternate” form of justice it pro-

vides. In searching for a form of justice that

facilitates reconciliation, the restorative

type clearly best serves a nation undergo-

ing political transition. As Shimon Peres

observed, “What is needed is 'not a

dogma; it is a civilization, a set of attitudes

to peace, justice, and equality.'”16

TRUTH'S ABILITY TO RESTORE

Given that truth commissions are a

response to a cultural rather than legal

demand, it follows that they cannot operate

successfully without the cooperation of the

people. It is therefore important for the

society in question to accept the necessity

of enquiry, disclosure and a reckoning. It

must be ready to face the truth. Within the

proceedings of a truth commission, the

method of remembering addresses the

needs of both the individual and the nation. 

By its nature, truth commissions are

centered on the individual; unlike trials,

they are focused on the victim rather than

the perpetrator. In doing so, the state

attempts to recognize victims who Michael

Humphrey identifies as “legally and politi-

cally invisible, those put outside the protec-

tion of the law and forced below 'the

threshold of moral vision.'”17 The recogni-

tion provided by giving victims an opportu-

nity to remember publicly reintegrates them

into society by acknowledging the severity

of their experiences. Rather than being sub-

ject to the stringent verification of their

every statement, as is necessary in legal

proceedings, victims are allowed to tell

their stories to a sympathetic audience.

Although they have no legal power, the

words they speak are accepted as truth-

their authenticity stemming from the status

of individuals as victims.18

Such an opportunity can be cathartic or

disappointing, depending on the expecta-

tion, experience and needs of each victim.

Forgiveness is an intensely personal matter

that varies from person to person, and the

method of truth commissions-by engaging in

narrative and face-to-face encounters

between victims and perpetrators-may not

always be healing on the individual level.

While personal experiences may vary, truth

commissions throughout the world have had

more general success with reconciliation on

a national level. While the stories are individ-

ual, a collective memory of the time of atroc-

ities is created and officially affirmed.

Individuals become what Humphrey

describes as the “vehicles for realizing the

wider aim of breaking the silence of state

impunity, creating 'historical justice' through

the recovery of social continuity and law and

promoting reconciliation.”19

Martha Minow highlights the purpose of

truth commissions by redefining the victims

as the entire society, explaining that the

process of remembering forces the society

to focus on repair and reconciliation rather

than on revenge or recrimination.20 Writing

on truth commissions, Steven Ratner

explains, “Their process and product must

also serve the interests of the society at

large by revealing the truth and helping the

society move toward a future based on

respect for human rights.”21 Truth commis-

sions provide a 'democratizing truth,' which

is arrived at through democratic consensus

and supported by the society at large

through the involvement of both victims and

perpetrators. Rather than drawing a hard

distinction between the victim and oppres-

sor by singling out guilty individuals in a

trial, thereby allowing the rest of society to

escape responsibility, the commissions call

on society in its entirety to accept the vic-

tims for their stories and the perpetrators

for their confessions. In this way, they pro-

mote national reconciliation in a political

transition, defined by a climate of instability

and uncertainty. As Villa-Vicencio holds,

“The cycle of crime and violence needs to

be broken-and there is every indication that

retributive or punitive justice is not suffi-
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cient to do so.”22 Such circumstances do

not simply require judicial proceedings, but

also a forum for communication and clo-

sure outside of the legal system. Through

the democratic process of truth-telling, an

official consensus is achieved that can

pave the way towards greater possibilities

for justice. 

Many claim that truth commissions

trade justice for reconciliation, but Hayner

reveals an ambiguity surrounding the rela-

tionship between truth and justice endeav-

ors. Since trials are not ideal for healing

societies through victim recognition, truth

commissions are better equipped to

address “the wider and more complex kinds

of complicity and responsibility involved in

state-sponsored political violence.”23 They

afford a service that is ideal for transitional

times, in terms of both justice and reconcili-

ation. Ideally, the laying of a truthful founda-

tion through accepting the darkness of the

past will enable the construction of a

brighter and more secure future. 
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Have You Looked in Your Jeans
Pocket Lately? 

A Review of China Blue

Directed, produced, and camera by Micha

Peled; editor, Manuel Tsinguris; music,

Miriam Cutler; associate producer/sound,

Song Chen. Reviewed at Toronto Film Fes-

tival (Real to Reel), Sept. 12, 2005. Run-

ning time: 98 MIN. (Cantonese, English,

Mandarin, Sichuan dialogue). 

BY SHARON HOM

Under a state system characterized by cen-

sorship and control, just one officially-

approved trade union and policies that

promote economic growth at all costs,

China has become the global factory for the

world—fueled by a huge supply of cheap

labor, producing under sweatshop condi-

tions. Micha Peled went underground into

this difficult territory to produce a powerful

and moving documentary. Interweaving nar-

rative close-ups and intertitles about

sweatshop conditions set against back-

drops of jeans fabric, China Blue presents

compelling individual stories located within

a broader economic and global frame. 

China Blue follows a young migrant

thread-cutter, 16-year-old Jasmine, and her

two friends, 14-year-old Li Ping, a seam-

stress, and 19-year-old Orchid, a zipper

installer, who work in the Lifeng jeans fac-

tory in Shaxi, “China’s Famous Clothing

Town.” Attracting an estimated 130 million

workers from rural areas in its first few

years of operation, The region boasts

exports to France, Canada, Australia, the

U.S. and Great Britain—in effect, to the

world. Despite Chinese laws setting mini-

mum wages, safety standards and hours,

the realities for migrant factory workers are

low wages and grueling work shifts as long

as 20 hours under the press of delivery

deadlines, with inevitable impact on health

and safety.

Like most of the rural to urban migrant

workforce fueling the coastal factory pro-

duction centers, the vast majority of the

Shaxi workers are young women, dagong-

meis (little working sisters) as they are

called. Some, like 14-year-old Liping, are

minors working illegally with fake identifica-

tion cards. Earning six cents an hour,

charged by the factory for room and board,

working exhausting shifts, Jasmine and her

friends fall asleep amidst mountains of

blue jeans, risking fines and reprimands.

Yet, they manage to watch out for each

other, laugh, gossip, dance and dream of a

future. 

Intercut with the workers’ story is that

of the factory owner and manager, Mr. Lam,

a former police chief, who opened the fac-

tory three years ago. He talks about his

success story from riding a bicycle to driv-

ing a car as he passes a large billboard pro-

claiming, “Follow Chairman Deng; Build a

Prosperous Country.” In contrast to a strict

style of management, he describes his as a

relaxed one, but with strict rules to deal

firmly with the “uneducated, low-caliber”

migrants, reflecting an urban prejudice and

disdain. Under the production deadline for

an order delivery, and after an angry meet-

ing with workers complaining about overdue

pay and endless hours, his true prejudices

about them surface as he claims they lack

work ethics and are lazy and devious.

Lam’s former police chief guanxi and con-

tacts surface indirectly later when Jasmine

asks why they don’t complain to the Labor

Bureau—surely there are laws that protect

them. She is told the owner could take care

of any complaints with just place one call to

the police.

All the same, independent worker-rights

inspectors point out that this factory’s con-

ditions are better than many. Workers at

another factory confirm the common prac-

tice of coaching workers to lie about hours

and pay when outside monitors come for

inspections. The intertitles do not let the
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foreign buyer off the hook, pointing out that

major Western brands and store chains

demand such low prices that companies

inevitably break international labor codes

and Chinese labor law. In this top-down

order, the owner maintains profit margins by

cutting worker pay and demanding long

hours. But the real profits are made, and

kept, in first world countries. 

Shooting the film within a system of

tight state control over information and

media posed many challenges, and the film

team decided to shoot without a restrictive

official permit. In order to get the equip-

ment into China, the crew disassembled

the DV camera and reassembled it after

smuggling the parts into China. In negotiat-

ing security concerns and access and to

protect his Chinese contacts, the filmmaker

resorted to frequently changing mobile

phone cards and masking on-camera inter-

views with labor activist and others. Follow-

ing two of the workers back to their home

villages in Sichuan, the small film crew with

a foreigner still stood out. Despite police

interventions and risk of arrest, confisca-

tion of tapes and an all-night interrogation

of associate producer Song Chen, a Taiwan-

born U.S. citizen, the film team persisted

and produced this remarkable film.

The degree of investigative access and

insight reflected in the film is a testament

to the filmmaker’s patience, respect for his

subjects and deep commitment to investi-

gating complex social issues with local and

global implications. Initially conscious of

the camera, the young women appear to

settle into a comfortable, natural and amaz-

ingly open space as they voice their fears

and criticisms, and share their own modest

expectations and dreams with each other.

Even the recreation of Jasmine’s initial

departure on a misty morning for the city—

leaving her beloved village and family, carry-

ing a green plastic bucket and red plaid bag

of her belongings on her back, asking for

directions amidst a crowded square—feels

authentic and real. In retracing that day,

Jasmine seems to return emotionally to

that past journey, her face reflecting sad-

ness, excitement and sense of loss. 

In an interesting juxtaposition, Mr. Lam

is shown one early morning proudly practic-

ing his Chinese calligraphy to calm his

spirit and develop patience. To encourage

workers’ “enthusiasm” he writes and posts

calligraphy slogans on the walls such as, “If

you don’t work hard today, you’ll look hard

for work tomorrow.” 

Jasmine also loves to write, and her

articulate, bright and curious observations

and journal excerpts make it heartbreak-

ingly clear that she has the imagination and

gifts of a writer. She discloses that her sto-

ries are “about myself and not about

myself.” In these stories she imagines her-

self staying awake during the grueling

hours endlessly cutting loose threads; she

imagines herself as Shiang Shiang, who

travels far to train with a kungfu master and

learns magic powers such as flying by

moonlight, so that the sacrifice and hard

work will one day be worthwhile. The cam-

era pulls away from rows of lit factory win-

dows in the dark night.

Jasmine and her friends wonder about

the people far away who will buy the jeans

and skirts they are making. Holding up

huge pants, they imagine they buyers must

be “tall, big and fat, with big waists.”

Despite her friend’s warning that she’ll get

in trouble if caught, Jasmine decides to slip

a letter into the pocket of a pair of jeans.

As the jeans disappear into the surround-

ing mountain of garments, then into a sea

of crates ready for shipment. As the cam-

era travel across the expanse of a bridge,

an ocean, to arrive at a foreign store to be

unpacked and put on a rack, we hear Jas-

mine’s voice:

Hi Friend, hello from China. My friends

say I am cute. They call me Little Jasmine. I

left home four months ago. Now I live in the

factory. I miss my parents, my sister,

grandma and my kitty. I would like to show

you my beautiful Sichuan Province. Do you

like Sichuan food? My friends and I made

these jeans for you. I hope you like the

pants. Li Ping made the back pocket. Orchid

installed the zipper and I cut the loose

threads. Hope you will like them. They say

we’re lucky to have this job. I’m glad to help

my family out. If you want to write to me, you

can send your letter to Lifeng Factory dorm

room # 402. P.S. My friends want to know

why you guys are so tall and big.

The sweatshop version of a message in

a bottle is carried in the pocket of a pair of

blue jeans—from a 16-year-old migrant

worker to a foreign consumer abroad—invit-

ing friendship. In a closing title, as the

jeans are unpacked and the red sale sign is

posted, China Blue also carries another

message: in the time it has taken the

viewer to watch the film, Jasmine and her

15 co-workers produced fifty pairs of jeans

earning a total of $1.45.

Save the date: China Blue will have its

New York opening in February 2006. HRIC

will host a special screening followed by a

question and answer session with the direc-

tor at the Pioneer Cinema on February 16

at 7p.m. For more information, see our web-

site: www.hrichina.org.

Mimesis 2046

A Review of 2046

Directed by Wong Kar Wai

Hong Kong, 2004

REVIEW BY MIKE WANG

Out of necessity, U.S. film critics often scat-

ter their interests across the oceans to

evade the annual banal plague of American

pop films. Halfway around the globe, the

Asian silver screen has always drawn for-

eign enthusiasts to its potent cinematic

enchantments. Who better to continue this

legacy and shelter the aesthetically-

deprived than Hong Kong director Wong Kar

Wai? He previously charmed global audi-

ences with trump-card films (Happy

Together in 1997, Fallen Angel in 1995,

Chungking Express in 1994, Days of Being

Wild in 1991) that left Hollywood scram-

bling about for leftover crumbs of genius.

Wong Kar Wai began blueprinting the

2046 plotline before the grand structure of

his previous film, In the Mood for Love, had

taken form, so while 2046 presents itself

as a sequel to this prior masterpiece, the

two films shared a profoundly parallel coex-

istence. Despite this dualism, however,

2046 must survive in the gaze of interna-

tional critics as an independent creation in

order to outlive its initial significance. 

Despite Wong Kar Wai’s authentic

attempt at constructing distinctively visual

features in cinematic art, he has failed to

escape the deeply rooted force of Western
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aesthetics. That is to say, 2046 is not a

genuine revelation of form, nor does the

film carry extensive cultural force to

counter the American and Eurocentric

themes of literary art. For example: the

grand foundational framework of American

cinema follows the understanding of art as

imitation, mimesis, a view established by

Plato’s Republic, among other ground works

of Western culture. Wong Kar Wai

unabashedly forces his audience to inquire

into the numerical meaning of 2046 in

terms of representations and symbolisms,

thus forcing mimesis upon his audiences.

In a science fiction novel written by the

film’s lead character, Chow Mo-wan, 2046

is the year in which the desperate can

recover lost memories. 2046 is also a bul-

let-train where humans manifest nonrecip-

rocal lust for enchanting androids, and a

hotel room where an unstable novelist

dwells in darkness. Finally, 2046 is the last

year of the PRC government’s promise to

Hong Kong of “fifty years without change”

following the transfer of sovereignty from

Britain in 1997. Thus it is mandatory for

2046’s viewers to communicate the repre-

sentation of the numerical meaning of

2046 and relinquish their focus on the

film’s human qualities. 

2046 is a cold and mechanical film title,

overbearing in its implications, but unrecog-

nizable to lovers. 2046 represents a kind of

categorical mistake in relation to In the

Mood for Love, its predecessor. The film

could have carried out a number of possible

themes, character plays and plot structures,

but Wong Kar Wai instead unweaves a mis-

guided love narrative through the character

of Chow Mo-wan, whose stereotypically male

take on female indecision is the sole gear

that pulls the plot from frame to frame. 

Nonetheless, 2046 is an intelligent film.

The post-Cannes Film Festival reedited ver-

sion is a prime example of fragmented art,

in which cinematographer Christopher

Doyle presents a rich feast of visual

extracts that sensually compliment each

character’s mood and expression. Doyle’s

visual sense is uncanny, and his every

frame threatens to grind the plot to a star-

tling halt as the viewer quickly forgets what

the story is about while engrossed in the

onscreen array of dazzling photons waltzing

effortlessly into splendor. Regardless of its

narrative ambiguities, 2046 is worth the

visual experience.

Resource List

BUILDING SOCIAL JUSTICE 

This resource list provides a wide range of

websites, essays and other materials that

deal with subjects surrounding state

accountability and building social justice in

a transitional society. First, “China-specific

Web sites” comprises sources relating to

mass human rights abuses in China. 

Second, “Existing Approaches” provides a

few examples of other government- and 

privately-initiated projects to promote truth-

telling. Next, “International Legal Mecha-

nisms” provide the Web addresses of

international judicial bodies. Lastly are

“General Web Sites” and “Papers and Pre-

sentations” related to the issue of rebuild-

ing society after violent conflict by a state

party.   

CHINA-SPECIFIC WEB SITES

64Memo Virtual Archive

http://64memo.org/

The most comprehensive Chinese-language

archive documenting the history of the

1989 Tiananmen democracy movement.

The archive provides research information,

audio-visual reports, photographs, and first-

hand accounts of the June 4th crackdown. 

The Laogai Research Foundation 

www.laogai.org

The Laogai Research Foundation was

established in 1992 to gather information

and spread public awareness on the Chi-

nese laogai, or prison labor camps. The

Foundation publishes an annual Laogai

Handbook, newsletters and special inves-

tigative reports, as well as assisting televi-

sion media in preparing documentary films

on the laogai. Books published by the Lao-

gai Foundation, including testimonials by

former laogai inmates, can all be accessed

in full on the Web site. The organization has

more recently expanded its focus to docu-

ment and report on other systemic human

rights violations in China, including public

executions, organ harvesting from executed

prisoners, the coercive enforcement of

China’s population control policy and perse-

cution of religious believers. 

Falun Dafa Information Center 

http://www.faluninfo.net/ 

This Web site provides information on

Falun Gong activities around the world, as

well as reporting on abuses of practitioners

inside China. They also report on details of

conditions for prisoners, including torture,

interrogation techniques, and a photo

gallery of victims. A special “SOS!” Web

page, http://www.thzsr.addr.com/prison1.

htm, lists Falun Gong practitioners who

have been imprisoned in China.

Chinese Holocaust Memorial

http://www.chinese-memorial.org/

This Web site was established by Wang

Youqin, a lecturer at the University of

Chicago who has been researching the Cul-

tural Revolution for many years. It contains

documents and testimonials in Chinese

regarding persecutions during that period,

as well as a list of some 900 victims and

the circumstances of their deaths. English

resources include a chronology of events

and Wang’s reports on the persecution of

teachers. Wang has also published a book,

Victims of the Cultural Revolution (Wenge

shounanzhe) (Open Magazine Publishing,

Hong Kong, 2004).

Virtual Museum of the Cultural Revolution

http://www.cnd.org/CR/english/

This virtual museum, hosted by China News

Digest, includes more than one million

words’ worth of materials collected from

scholars and members of the public, as

well as articles from various electronic and

print publications.

Red-Color News Soldier

http://red-colornewssoldier.com/

This Web site presents some of the photo-

graphs included in the book of the same

name by Li Zhensheng, who served as an

official photographer during the Cultural

Revolution. The book, published by

Phaidon, contains hundreds of photos

never previously published.

China News Digest 

Nanjing Massacre Page

http://www.cnd.org/njmassacre/

This is an archive for the historical docu-

ments and still photography related to the

Nanjing Massacre and other atrocities com-

mitted by Japanese army in China during

WW II. It is currently under development. 
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